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Are students ready for work? Lectures don’t work –

especially not for millennials

Millennials want:

• Collaborative

• Teachers as mentors

• Real and relevant work

• Immediate feedback

• Learning to be fun

• Active learning

• 21st century skills

• Technology

What Team-based learning (“TBL”) can do?

For students:  6 of 10 World 

Economic Forum future skills

• Duke-NUS had better

medical exam scores in 

less than half the time

Death of the Lecture
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Students

Business leaders

79% No

21% Yes

89% No

11% Yes

96% Yes

4% No 80% of most 

lectures 

forgotten

Many educators agree, 

but the how gets murky

✓
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How?

1. Complex Problem Solving

2. Critical Thinking

4. People Management

5. Coordinating with Others

7. Judgement and decision making

9. Negotiation

For educators:  

evidence-based methodology

• 300+ TBL research articles

• 30+ years in many fields

• Used at ~40% of US medical schools, 

Duke, Columbia, Yale, Duke-NUS, 

Yale-NUS, NTU and NTU-Imperial 

College (Lee Kong Chian)

For administrators:  

resource efficient



TBL Resources

download this summary at:

www.intedashboard.com

www.teambasedlearning.org  

www.learntbl.ca 

TBL Process
Before class In class: closed book In class: open book

1. Learn with 
pre-work on  
your own
• Readings
• Lectures 

slides
• Videos

2. Individual 
readiness 
assurance 
test (IRAT)

5. Application 
exercises (4S)
• Significant problem
• Same problem
• Specific choice
• Simultaneous report

4. Clarification 
session

3. Team 
readiness 
assurance 
test (IRAT) 
with 
immediate 
feedback
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Brian 

O’Dwyer

Brian O’Dwyer is a Team-based learning (“TBL”) educator, enthusiast and entrepreneur.  

He teaches aviation business at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in Singapore as 

an Adjunct Professor.  He has trained teachers and corporate trainers in TBL and spoken 

at education technology events in Asia, Australia, Latin America and the United States.  

He also founded CognaLearn as a spinout company from Duke-NUS Medical School 

(“Duke-NUS”) to apply TBL to corporate and consumer learning and develop the 

InteDashboard TBL software.  Previously, he was an Entrepreneur-in-Residence, 

learning technologies at Duke-NUS.  Prior to Duke-NUS, he was CFO of ASX/LSE listed 

Skywest Airlines, a Credit Suisse investment banker and an A.T. Kearney management 

consultant. He holds a BS from Columbia and an MBA from Duke. 

Note: some TBL educators also include a team peer evaluation process


